
Cheryl Crane
Signs The Dead and the Beautiful
Sunday, September 8, 2:30 PM 

In her latest mystery, The Dead and the Beautiful, Cheryl 
Crane once again brings realtor turned sleuth Nikki Harper 
into the midst of Hollywood scandal. The daughter of 
Hollywood icon Victoria Bordeaux, the life of the fictional 
Nikki Harper closely parallels that of her creator, Cheryl 
Crane. Cheryl, daughter of actress and Hollywood legend Lana 
Turner and actor Stephen Crane, is a realtor turned author, and 
brings plenty of her Tinsel Town background to her writing. 

Mysterious Galaxy Theater 3000
Hosted by Emilio Flores
Wednesday, September 11, 6:00 PM

Join Emilio and our staff as we watch the best of the worst 
science fiction, fantasy and horror movies we can find! This 
month we will be watching 1985 mystery board game comedy 
“Clue.” And … we’ll be running our Twitter feed alongside the 
movie screen, and discussing via hashtag #mg3000. Feel free 
to bring your own snacks! This event is free and for all ages.

Team Horror Event!

Kendare Blake and Gretchen McNeil
Sign Antigoddess and 3:59
Wednesday, September 18, 7:30 PM 

Jonathan Maberry (Fire & Ash, Extinction Machine) calls 
Kendare Blake’s Antigoddess  “... a riveting and chilling horror 
thriller that deftly blends ancient legends with modern horrors. 
Highly recommended.” Maryelizabeth agrees and you can find 
her review of Antigoddess on the bottom of this page.

For former opera singer Gretchen 
McNeil, writing seems to be a natural 
career change. After all, opera is a form 
of telling tragic and dramatic stories 
through music. Gretchen, who also sings 
with the Los Angeles based circus troupe 
Cirque Berzerk, and is a founding 
member of YARebels, switches genres 
for her latest YA novel, 3:59, moving 
from horror to science fiction.

Trivial Trivia Night
Hosted by Emilio Flores
Wednesday, September 25, 6:00 PM 

Join Emilio and staff for our monthly trivia night. Here’s your 
chance to use all of the geeky knowledge you have been 
storing in your head as we attempt to stump you with questions 
from all things nerdy and wonderful, including science fiction, 
fantasy, horror, pop culture, video games and movies. There 
are prizes and registered contestants get 10% off of their 
purchases during the event. This event is for all ages. There is 
a $5 entrance fee for this event (cash only, please). 

H.P. Lovecraft Film Festival and CthulhuCon
Warner Grand Theatre in San Pedro
Friday, September 27 – Sunday, September 29 

Mysterious Galaxy is excited to be taking part in the fourth 
annual H.P. Lovecraft Film Festival & CthulhuCon-Los Angeles 
at the beautiful Warner Grand Theatre in historic San Pedro.

Confirmed authors include Nancy Holder, Cody Goodfellow, 
Gary Myers, Bryan Thao Worra, and author/editors Leslie S. 
Klinger and Ross E. Lockhart. 

Confirmed filmmakers include director Stuart Gordon (Re-
Animator, Dagon), producer Brian Yuzna (Re-Animator, From 
Beyond), director Jean-Paul Ouellette (The Unnamable I and II), 
and actor Mark Kinsey Stephenson (The Unnamable I and II). 

Artists Jason Thompson (The Dream Quest of Unknown Kadath 
graphic novel) and D.H. Covey (Dagon) and folk singer Eben 
Brooks (“Hey There Cthulhu”) will also be attending.  

Catherine Jinks
Signs How to Catch a Bogle
Friday, September 27, 6:00 PM 

With over 30 books published, for all 
ages and many different genres, 
Australian born author Catherine Jinks 
has had works published in Australia, 
New Zealand, Britain, the United States 
and Germany, just to name a few. 
Catherine has also won many awards, 
including the Aurealis Award for Science Fiction, the Davitt 
Award for Crime Fiction, and the Children’s Book Council of 
Australia Book of the Year Award (three times). How to Catch 
a Bogle is the first book in Catherine’s latest middle grade 
fantasy series.  

Goodbye Summer Young Adult Event
Saturday, September 28, 2:30 PM

Put away your bikini and break out your Uggs as we say 
goodbye to Summer with a celebration of Young Adult 
authors. Meet and talk with authors, and discover great YA 
books to keep you company during the upcoming cold autumn 
nights! Featuring Mark H. Kruger (Overpowered), Suzanne 
Lazear (Charmed Vengeance), Jennifer Banash (White Lines), 
Allen Zadoff (Boy Nobody), J.T. Krul (The Lost Spark) and 
Bruce Edwards (The Age of Amy: Bonehead Bootcamp). 
Parents, teachers, and librarians are encouraged to attend, and 
obtain information on our school and library programs.  

Janet Dawson
Signs Death Rides the Zephyr
Sunday, September 29, 2:30 PM 

Janet Dawson is the author of the PI Jeri 
Howard series, including Kindred Crimes, 
the St. Martin’s Press/Private Eye Writers 
of America contest winner for best first 
private eye novel. Her latest endeavor is a 
standalone historical mystery that takes 
place on the iconic Silver Lady, the 
California Zephyr which ran its course from the Bay Area to 
Chicago, beginning in 1949 and ending in 1970. Death Rides 
the Zephyr introduces readers to Jill MacLeod, a female 
hostess called a “Zephyrette,” and amateur sleuth.  

Douglas Corleone
Signs Good as Gone
Monday, September 30, 7:30 PM 

Former New York criminal defense attorney and winner of the 
2009 Minotaur Books / Mystery Writers of America First 
Crime Novel Award, Douglas Corleone traded in his subway 
pass for tropical island weather when he moved to Hawaii and 
began using the islands as the backdrop for his Kevin Corvelli 
mystery series. Good as Gone, his latest novel, is a standalone 
set in France, and is Doug’s first international thriller. Good as 
Gone introduces readers to former U.S. Marshal Simon Fisk.  

Looking Ahead: 
Cinda Williams Chima – October 3; Star Wars Reads Day – 
October 5; Jeanne Stein – October 6; S.J. Harper – October 6; 
Gwenda Bond – October 13; Graeme Simsion – October 18; 
Marianne Williamson – October 24; Jeri Westerson – October 
27; Dan Simmons October 29 …and more! 
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Mystery 
Seven for a Secret by Lyndsay Faye

In Seven for a Secret author Lyndsay Faye continues her series with star 
copper Timothy Wilde, picking up shortly after the conclusion of Gods of 
Gotham. This mystery covers a very important and often overlooked time in 
American history when “free born” citizens of color and freed slaves were 
commonly kidnapped from the streets of the Northern states and sold to the 
South. Not only was this practice common, it was, for all intents and 
purposes, legal. So, it takes the death of one of these women, found in the 
bed of Timothy’s brother, Valentine, to allow an investigation of any sort to 
progress. Faye once again fills the pages with not only an intriguing story 
and a masterful puzzle but also unforgettable characters.  – Nicole 
Amy Einhorn Books, $26.95.

Tell No Lies by Gregg Hurwitz 
Hurwitz has produced another exceptional thriller, which adds a level of suspense by turning the 

cliché of the amateur sleuth who can’t take information on a crime to the police for whatever 
rationale, and given us Daniel Brasher, who works with the San Francisco police and does 
everything in his power to save and protect others … and it may still not be enough. Daniel has 
given his time and energy to being the counselor for a group of ex-cons; he is ready to move on to 
private practice, when threatening letters start arriving in his mailbox – and the body count begins. 
Can Daniel and the authorities find the masked killer behind the poorly-written demands for 
confession to an unknown sin before time runs out for everyone on the killer’s list? – Maryelizabeth
St. Martin’s Press, $25.99. 

Multiple Exposure by Ellen Crosby 
Multiple Exposure introduces readers to London-based news service photographer Sophie 

Medina. Her undercover CIA agent husband, Nicholas Canning, is missing and she must find the 
reason behind his apparent abduction. Sophie’s quest takes her from London to Washington, D. C. 
and the collision of oil wells, Fabergé eggs and political blackmail. While photographing an art 
exhibition, Sophie overhears conversations that lead her in unsafe directions in her search for the 
truth. Ride along with Sophie on her Vespa as she outpaces physical threats from a Russian 
businessman and struggles with trust issues from the not-very-forthcoming CIA. Is her husband 
dead or alive? For readers who enjoy espionage mysteries with political overtones along with a 
touch of the art world, this debut series is picture perfect for you. – Adrean 
Scribner, $25.00 

Joe Victim by Paul Cleave
OMG! It’s the all-star edition of Paul Cleave’s killers. A serial killer, a spree killer, a mass 

murderer, bad guys born bad, and good guys gone bad! And more than one of them is out to kill 
Joe, a.k.a. Slow Joe, a.k.a. The Cleaner, a.k.a. The Christchurch Carver, currently waiting among 
them for his murder trial to begin, and the guards aren’t exactly enamored of him either. And 
through all of this, Joe’s mom just can’t understand why he won’t ask the warden to let him out of 
jail for an hour the day of his trial to attend her wedding! Not to worry, Joe’s killer girlfriend has 
a plan. Joe has a plan too. Unfortunately, these days they aren’t really communicating. Get ready 
for more gore galore. This is no cozy.  – Nicole 
Atria Books trade paper original, $16.00.

Young Readers
Antigoddess: The Goddess War: Book One by Kendare Blake

Eternity is winding down at an accelerating pace for the gods and demi-
gods of ancient Greece – each suffering in a horrible fashion tied to their 
spheres of influence. Perpetually dedicated virgin goddess Athena is 
manifesting owl feathers inside her body – so far non-lethally, but it’s only a 
matter of time and location. Similar fates are befalling her fellow deities; 
and once again, a young woman named Cassandra will find herself at the 
heart of a war, as the gods take sides again, this time with far more than 
pride and a fruit of precious metal at stake. Kendare blends legend, 
contemporary life, horror and a dark streak of karma in the first of this 
intriguing series. Recommended to readers with all levels of familiarity with 
the Trojan War. – Maryelizabeth
Tor Teen, $17.99.

Rooftoppers by Katherine Rundell
A bit of Peter Pan, a dash of Oliver Twist, and just a hint of Daddy-

Long-Legs gives us Rooftoppers. Charles Maxim finds a baby floating in a 
cello case in the English Channel after the shipwreck of the Queen Mary. 
He decides she is 1 year old. He, with her help, decides her name is Sophie. 
And he decides to keep her.  The National Childcare Agency is not happy 
with this arrangement but allow it to go on until Sophie’s 12th birthday. 
Now, with the looming threat of being separated and Sophie going to an 
orphanage, she and Charles quickly flee to Paris in search of her mother. 
Aided by a small band of street urchins, Sophie risks everything to follow 
the magical music to her true home. – Nicole
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, $16.99.


